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Welcome to oneQ! Dutch Design and the easiest and 
most powerful built-in BBQ there is!

Founded in 2007 as a result of a personal passion for 
cooking and the ambition to add something new to the 
outdoor cooking market.

You can build in our design barbecues yourself, buy an 
outdoor kitchen or table with our modules in it or use 
our connectable Legs to create your outdoor kitchen.
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oneQ FLAME®

A GAS BARBECUE WITH POWER

BUILT-IN
AND

STAND-ALONE

GAS
AND

CHARCOAL

FUNCTIONS AND ACCESSORIES TO CREATE A COMPLETE 
OUTDOOR KITCHEN

•  TWO PATENTED 4KW INOX BURNERS

• ELECTRONIC IGNITION

• NO ‘COLD SPOTS’

• 6MM INOX GRILL TOP

• INOX FLAME TAMERS

• NO CO-EMISSION 

• HIGH  HEAT OUTPUT

oneQ designed a patented burner tube with the venturi inside, ensuring a full useable 
grill surface with no cold-spots. The oneQ Flame has no carbon monoxide (CO) emission,     
meaning that literally all the gas is conver ted into heat without residual gases. This results in 
a complete combustion. And the more complete the combustion, the more effective, safe 
and hot the grill gets (all gas is conver ted into heat and nothing else). This ensures that you 
can easily sear a steak properly and it even gets hot enough to make pizza!
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oneQ is by far the easiest and most flexible built-in barbecue on the market. All 

modules have the same size, so you can use the same opening in your kitchen  

counter or garden table for several purposes. 

You simply create a standard sized opening and then you can place any oneQ function 
in that opening: a FLAME gas grill, a GLOW charcoal grill, an ICE wine cooler, a WET 
sink with a faucet, a BAMBOO cutting board or even a small kamado grill.  All functions 
are interchangeable, so can use a wine coolers one day when you are just having drinks 
and put in a grill the next day when you guests for a barbecue par ty. 

oneQ Flame
POWERFUL 8 KW
GAS BARBECUE

Built-in Adaptor
FITS ANY 41x41cm OPENING
CREATES EDGE TO HOLD
ANY BUILT-IN MODULE

Built-in Socket
FOR EXTRA PROTECTION
WHEN BUILDING IN A
FLAME OR GLOW
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The oneQ Legs can easily be connected 
and disconnected allowing you to change or         
expand the set at any given time.

Every Leg can be provided with any oneQ       
function. You star t with a basic barbecue and 
expand it into a fully-fledged outdoor kitchen 
with the cooking options and accessories of 
your choice.

START
GROW

DELUXE

GO CRAZY
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BUILT-IN SOCKET
900901750

BUILT-IN HOOD ADAPTOR
900901752

BUILT-IN ADAPTOR
900901751

STANDARD LEG BLACK
200901800

WET BLACK
200901730

FLAME GAS BARBECUE
201501701

WET INOX
100901730

GLOW CHARCOAL BARBECUE
900901710

TABLE (POLYETHYLENE)
800901740

ICE BLACK
200901720

BAMBOO CUTTING BOARD
700901750

ICE INOX
100901720
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ROASTING HOOD
201501920

KEBAB
900901905

TOPCOMBI
900901920

SHIELD
900901903 

TEPPANYAKI PLATE
900901902

HOT
900901904

TAME
900901913

DOME
900901941

LIFT
900901907

CLOSE
900901940

CONNECT
900901930

FRONT
200901909

SHELF
200901924

HIDE
200901911

BOX
900901912

ONE-Q.NL

VARIOUS
COVERS

GAS HOSE
800901760
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